TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS
#206
N.W.
SEC. 20 T. 1S R. 9 W., WM.

HISTORICAL: G.I.O. Page 67-68
A-2876 B-1954 Book 10 Pg 6
A-1955 B-423 Book 53 Pg 194 & 236
A-612 B-535 Book 4 Pg 54
A-181 B-227 Road File # 309 (LATIMER ROAD)
A-853 A-26-2

Refer to field notes for FRANKLIN MONCRIEF SURVEY
FOUND: SEC 1B T1SR9W (A-853)
1 FOUND HEXAGON IRON BAR FOR CORNER

CONDITION
GONE

GONE

GONE

GONE

GONE

GONE

COMMENTS: GONE

Walter E. Nye 120' W. 150' E.

Al Duncan (R.S. 193) and Gale Arthur (assistant) relocated the corner.

REWITNESS

1 SET 2" Iron Pipe With 3" Brass Cap in 10" Tile Filled with Concrete

4" x 4" 4 Post 12' South 1/2 feet

84" Hat Section 4" East North

NEW ACCESSORY:
Power Pole S27E 90' PP&L Co.
Power Pole S19W 132' PP&L Co.

S18 S17
S19 S20
RS 793

1973

COMMENTS

32" HEM S66° W. 199' GONE

12" HEM N40° E. 90' GONE

See field notes: Sec 29 TEN ROWN

IN THE PRESENCE OF:
Gale Arthur
Dan McDuff

DATE: 11-73
PHOTO:

Manhattan Beach

LATIMER RD

* County corner tax affixed.